
Week 10 - Launch Event 

Launch Event Day 4 

Welcome back, we're on day four of your launch events, and I would probably place a bet on the fact that 
today, looking at your numbers because you've done your debrief, right, no, okay, go into that, then come 
back. And when you've done that, and when you look at the numbers, the difference between the number 
of people who showed up for workshop one, and the number of people who showed up for workshop two, 
you feel disappointed. You feel like people are not showing up because they're not interested, you feel like 
you did a really bad job at workshop two. Well, let me tell you that no matter what size launch you're doing, 
whether you are bringing in your first 20, 30 people, or whether you are bringing in 25, 35, 55,000 people 
into your launch, you are going to experience the same thing, a massive drop off from workshop one to 
workshop two, totally, totally normal. And this is for many reasons, but the biggest reason is that people 
realise they can get the replay. So there isn't that need to show up live. But that doesn't mean that we need 
to stop showing up with our best energy, we want to keep that up. We want to keep getting people to the 
replays, keep sending those emails, keep showing up with energy, and get them consuming content in 
whatever way suits them.  

So it happens in every launch. Please try not to worry. I know that I get those moments too. Now how 
many people turned up? And you have to really just switch your mindset from, okay, well, how many people 
did turn up, how many people were so engaged and have made this their focus that they showed up life a 
workshop one and workshop two, and they'll do it for the rest of your launch. So we're not going to get down 
about it, we're not going to get fed up, we're just going to keep moving forward. So today, if you can, I would 
love it if you could take a rest. I want you to have that, that pause because if you don't have that pause and 
if you're constantly pushing, pushing, pushing, just trying to get people to show up then you are going to be 
so exhausted that you will not have enough energy for what's to come. Remember after your launch is 
finished, that's when you switch gears to serving. That's when actually you need your energy. That's when 
we're actually doing what we set out to do in the first place. Our whole goal is finding those customers. So I 
don't want you burning yourself out, and especially today. Today is this little rest day where we get to slow 
down and pause. Take that time out again this morning, much like we did on day two, have that hour to 
yourself, rest, rejuvenate, refresh, have a bath, go for a run, do all your favourite things, just for one hour, 
whatever you want to do, just to replenish because if you don't, you're going to find yourself burnt out over 
the weekend next week will be really really hard. So take care of yourself.  
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One thing that becomes a little bit difficult from today onwards is no comments and answered. And the 
reason it becomes more difficult is because, now you've got to engagement contests. Post you've got one 
from workshop one and one from workshop two. You feel like there's more and more posts in the group, 
there's more people asking questions, joining q&a calls doing all the things. So I want you to know that if you 
can't answer all the questions, that's totally okay, just drop people a little bit of love. And this is where you 
can start to create boilerplate responses, a little templatized. Is that even a word templatized? I'm going to 
claim it as a word, where you have templates of things that you would typically say. So workshop two, for 
example, you've just answered all your, they've just answered your engagement contest post. So maybe 
there are some things that you would typically say that can just be changed around a little bit, added a 
couple of bit saying like, you don't have to have everything created from scratch. You can use templates for 
all kinds of things, and that's certainly what we do during our launches. So don't worry if no comments and 
answer gets crazy difficult. It does for me too, and admittedly, by the time it gets into my launch, I've 
missed out loads of comments just the way it is. But the thing we need to do now is make sure as we did on 
day two replays have been sent out, you have updated all of your your group and data, your events, your 
banners, your posts, you're still keeping that excitement, and you're getting ready to do your q&a call 
tonight, or today, or whenever you you choose to do it. Some people do it the morning, I prefer the 
evening. So make sure you're prepped. If you haven't had many questions for the second q&a call, one of 
the best things you can do is to actually create a list of some of the questions you would like to answer. And 
then you can just answer those instead, and you'll find when people join, they'll add their own questions. 
Sometimes I have very few questions on my second coaching call, so I'll just have a list of ones that I've 
made up and I'll just go through those instead. It's all about answering the kind of questions that people have 
based on what you've taught them workshop two. And so you don't want to assume that just because people 
aren't commenting and asking questions, they're not interested, sometimes they don't know how to ask the 
question, or sometimes they're scared, they're going to look stupid.  

So if you can preempt those questions and serve them as answers on your q&a calls, they're going to go, I 
was thinking of that, that's a question I wanted to ask. And then it helps create confidence that they can ask 
whatever they want with you. And they get all of the help and support they need. So even if you have to 
fake it till you make it a little bit, who cares, just get those questions out there which is all about giving 
people that juicy little bit of information that helps them to see that what you've been teaching so far, is 
absolutely possible for them. So remember, with launches that you're almost onstage, you aren't stepping 
out from backstage onto the front stage. So even if today is quiet, make sure that whenever you step out 
onto that stage, onto your social post, into your group, into your q&a call you are bringing your best energy, 
because if you think about it, an actor or an actress or a performer of some kind, they can be in their little 
quiet space, but the minute they step out on stage is when they shine and become their stage self. So I 
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definitely think that about me, that whenever there is a camera switched on, I'm stepping out on stage, or 
on stepping onto an online stage, for example, like my launches, I stepped into Laura who's way more 
confident and way more extroverted, full of energy, even if behind the scenes, I'm like who my introvert 
battery is running out and I need some time to myself, and it's okay to be that way. It's okay just to be able 
to step out and have your best energy for that one hour today, and the rest of the time, you're pretty low. Is 
that a word too, I don't know. You're just in a relaxed state, and that's okay. You can be quiet as long as when 
you do step out, you are stepping out with all your best energy.  

But the thing is, your people are also going to feel this too. They will also be feeling this low. So this is where 
you can send out your mid launch booster. So this is one of those emails you've already created is all about 
helping people to regain the energy, remind them why this is important, and if things are starting to get 
quiet, send this out today on day four, it's a great time to do that. So send out the email, get them excited, 
get them engaged, and bring your best because when you bring your best energy, you can bet far more 
people will show up. So just to recap today is a replay day, so you want to get replay outs, you want to make 
sure that you're checking your ads if you're running them, social posts talking about the fact you've got a 
second q&a call tonight. Do like a live stream if you've got time, update your group, update your links, make 
sure that you've scheduled your video for your q&a call, and that you've reminded people of all the details of 
how they get their questions answered, and enjoy it. But not before you've taken one whole hour off. If you 
need to go and put your phone and computer on one floor of the house and go to another floor, or take 
yourself out. But that break is the single most important thing you can do for yourself today. Not only to re 
energise but also to reflect and to think about how did yesterday go, what are those things that you're going 
to do next time, or what do you need to adjust or, how did It feel actually stepping out and sharing that 
amazing workshop? So have that break for yourself. And of course, hydration, good food, water especially, 
because when you've been coaching all week, you definitely start to feel your voice going a little bit raspy 
towards day four. So take care of yourself, nourish yourself, and you will be able to maintain this for a much 
longer amount of time. So enjoy it, have a wonderful second q&a call and I'll see you back here tomorrow. 
Bye for now.
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